We can
do it!

Czech bid for

ISRA Worlds 2015

Introduction

Organisation

This is the Czech proposal to host the 2015 ISRA World

Organiser is Attan slotracing club together with

Championships and it outlines how we intend to promote and

Association of Modellers of Czech Republic (SMČR),

stage the event. As such there are many areas where we will need

which recommended and supported this bid.

to confirm out detailed plans once the bid is accepted.
Members of organisation team
When the Czech Republic is confirmed as the successful bidder

- members of Attan slotracing club (Flaisig, Zemlicka, Korec, Horky,...)

we will develop these plans to hold an enjoyable and memorable

- cooperation with Jiri Karlik, Recek Jaroslav, Antonin Vojtik jr.

event. The event will be supported by the best we can offer in
terms of organisational skills, venue and facilities, sponsor and
media support, as well as opportunities for further tourism in the

Location and venue

Czech Republic.

Why Czech Republic?
There is a lot of answers why to organise ISRA WORLDS
in Czech Republic. We offer some: 		
- Last Czech ISRA WORLDS was organised in 2003 - Brno
- Czech Republic is located in center of Europe - suitable
positions for all european racers and well availability for

- 40 km radius around Prague
- Attan slot racing club own new premises (250 m2) in town Luštěnice - distance
from Prague is 35 km via highway R10.
- Here will be organised warm up races and other races in 2015 to have
opportunity to learn the track for all racers.
- In this time negotiations are underway with hotels and holiday centers.
Results and information about accommodations will be published in time.

overseas racers
- Regular participation of czech racers at ISRA WORLDS
- Quality facilities, tradition of Czech slotracing
- Many of Czech racers are on the top of ISRA ranking
(for example No. 1 is from Czech)

Spektators, media, families, ...
One of our goal is to present slotracing and high technology to wide public.

Track

The event will be held near by Prague (radius 40 km). By this we offer many opportunities to discover beauties of Czech Republic

In year 2014 will be built new scale track by Lars Harrysson or Tomas Trantura.

and also capital Prague. It is suitable for family turistic or for extension of stay in Czech Republic.

We would like to consult design of track with top world drivers.

Easy availability of racing venue gives advantage of media presentation of slotracing and ISRA WORLDS - TV, radio, internet, magazines.

Project financing is already guaranteed.

See you in 2015

